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The axial profiles of plasma parameters for low and moderate pressures, such as the plasma potential,
electron temperature, and number density, have been evaluated in magnetized inductively coupled plasma. The
experimental results revealed in both cases the existence of a genuine current-free double-layer structure,
separating two plasma regions with different properties. Based on the experimental results, a physical scenario
for the self-assembling of the double layer is proposed. Also, the axial profile of the electron number density
downstream is analyzed, emphasizing the role of neutral metastable ionization, and a simple analytical model
is developed to fit the experimental data. The model allows the estimation of neutral metastable number density
downstream and the recombination rate coefficient.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plasma potential formations have aroused a strong interest
ever since their first experimental characterization by Lang-
muir �1�. After emphasizing their importance in space plasma
by Alfvén �2�, electric double layers �DL’s� have been exten-
sively studied �3�. In the last two decades the number of
works on this topic has continuously increased, no less than
five international symposiums dedicated to DL’s being orga-
nized during this period �4�. Moreover, their utility for space
and technological applications has been continuously inves-
tigated.

The spontaneous appearance of “current-free DL’s” dur-
ing plasma expansion in a diverging magnetic field, in a
helicon discharge, has been recently reported �5�. These
“DL’s” can form at rather low pressures �i.e., only below
1 mTorr� and represent a source of energy for the positive
ions traversing them �5�. Although in the last two years a
considerable number of papers have been published on this
topic �6�, Chen lately showed that these kinds of localized
potential formations, emerging during plasma expansion in
diverging magnetic fields, are in fact single layers, predict-
able from classical sheath theory �7�.

The aim of this paper is to present experimental data on
the appearance of genuine DL’s in a magnetically enhanced
inductively coupled plasma at low �i.e., less than 1 mTorr�,
but also at moderate, pressures �i.e., greater than 1 mTorr�
and, on these bases, to formulate the physical scenario re-
sponsible for the appearance of DL’s in radio-frequency �rf�
discharges �i.e., the succession of physical processes under-
lying their emergence�. This is an important task, because the
understanding of the physical basis of the appearance of DL’s
is an essential step for formulating a realistic analytical
model. Moreover, to explain the spatial evolution of the
plasma number density downstream, the role of neutral meta-
stable ionization is discussed and a simple analytical model
for describing the density profile is formulated.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments were performed on a horizontal,
magnetically enhanced inductively coupled plasma device,
illustrated in Fig. 1. A three-turn, water-cooled, copper heli-
cal antenna �marked A in Fig. 1� surrounds a
4-cm-inner-diameter and 20-cm-long glass tube �labeled T in
Fig. 1�. The rf power applied to this coil, through a matching
circuit, induces an electric field in the gas inside the glass
tube, which partially ionizes the gas atoms and produces the
discharge. The glass tube �i.e., the source chamber� is
mounted coaxially at one end of a stainless-steel cylindrical
vessel, 16 cm inner diameter and 116 cm long �i.e., the main
chamber�.

To increase the plasma density and reduce the wall bom-
bardment the whole system was surrounded by seven mag-
netic coils �inner diameter 25 cm and outer diameter 53 cm�,
which produce an axial, static magnetic field B=Bẑ, where ẑ
is the unit vector of the axial direction �i.e., parallel with the
symmetry axis of the whole device�. In order to decrease the
number of variables and to investigate only the role of el-
ementary and collective processes taking place in plasma for
the appearance of potential structures of DL type, the mag-
netic coils were disposed in such a way that the magnetic
field on the system’s axis was uniform. The measured mag-
netic induction along the axis was B=215±5 G.

For controlling the processes inside the plasma, an Al disk
collector �marked C in Fig. 1�, 6 cm in diameter, was in-
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup. A: helical antenna. T: glass tube. C:
collector. P: plane Langmuir probe. rf: radio-frequency power sup-
ply. MC: matching circuit.
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serted into the main chamber, through its end plate, facing
the plasma source. The lateral and rear parts of the collector
were electrically insulated. The symmetry axis of the collec-
tor is along the axial direction 0z of the discharge tube and
its position was fixed at z=30 cm inside the main chamber.
For fixing the ideas, the origin of the z axis was chosen at the
interface of the glass tube with the metallic one. The positive
sense of this axis is towards the main chamber �i.e., down-
stream or z�0�. Consequently, z�0 in the source chamber
�i.e., upstream�.

The plasma properties were measured with an rf-
compensated Langmuir plane probe �marked P in Fig. 1�—
i.e., a tungsten wire of 1 mm in diameter—laterally insu-
lated, such that only its plane end faced the plasma source,
along the axial direction. During the experiments the probe
was axially moved between z=−10 cm and z= +8 cm. Be-
cause the probing range is relatively far from the end plate of
the main chamber �over 1 m� and also for minimizing the
plasma perturbation, the probe shaft was lying on the bottom
of the metallic tube. In order to have the probe tip on the z
axis, the probe was constructed with a dogleg, as can be seen
from Fig. 1.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental measurements were carried out using
Ar as working gas, at moderate �p�1 mTorr� and low pres-
sures �p�1 mTorr�. The pressure-specific values at which
the experiments were performed are 2.0 mTorr and
0.5 mTorr, respectively, one for each pressure range. The
system obtained by joining the two chambers was vacuumed
at the base pressure of 2�10−6 Torr, and the pressure was
measured with an ionization vacuum gauge control. The rf
input power was 200 W, with less than 0.5% reflection, at
the working frequency of 13.56 MHz.

Throughout the experiments the collector was electrically
floating �unless specifically stated otherwise� and all the
plasma parameters were measured only in the axial direction.
More exactly, all the probe measurements started from the
center of the source chamber �z=−10 cm� and were carried
out axially, in a single run, in the sense of ẑ. The time-
averaged plasma �or space� potential was evaluated from the
maximum of dIe /dV, after smoothing the data to eliminate
the digital noise �8�. Here Ie is the electron current �i.e., the
current measured by the probe, after the subtraction of the
ion component� and V is the probe potential with respect to
the ground. In all cases the dIe /dV curves exhibited a net
maximum.

The visual appearance of the plasma was that of an axially
confined luminous column, with the same diameter as the
source chamber and extended between the source and collec-
tor. However, going downstream, the plasma column was
slowly diverging, attaining the same diameter as the collec-
tor, in its proximity.

A. Low pressure „p=0.5 mTorr…

The spatial profile of the plasma potential Vs in the do-
main of interest is illustrated in Fig. 2�a�. It can be seen

that, starting from the center of the source chamber, after
a relatively abrupt increase �dVs /dz=36 V/cm�, the space
potential starts to decrease, with a smaller rate �dVs /dz=
−8 V/cm�, attaining a minimum Vs=−33 V at z=−6 cm
�point marked A in Fig. 2�a��. Beyond this region, the plasma
potential increases with a higher rate �dVs /dz=10 V/cm�,
reaching after that a saturation value at about Vs= +11.5 V.

Upstream, the electron temperature Te �Fig. 3�a�� displays
a profile similar to that of the plasma potential; namely, after
an abrupt growth in the center of the source chamber
�dTe /dz=8.8 eV/cm�, it decreases to a minimum �Te

=13 eV� located at z=−6 cm �point A in Fig. 3�a��, to in-
crease after that to a local maximum �Te=17.7 eV� at about
z=−2 cm. Downstream, the electron temperature decreases
with a rate of about dTe /dz=2.2 eV/cm to attain a value of
10 eV at z=7 cm. The electron temperature was evaluated in
this case using the relation

Vs = Vf + �Te,eV, �1�

where Vf is the floating potential and � a coefficient, depend-
ing on the ion to electron mass ratio. The value of this con-
stant for Ar was taken �=5.4 �8,9� to also include the plasma
fluctuations. We used this approach because upstream the
linearity domain of the semilogarithmic plot ln Ie�V� was en-
sured for less than one order of magnitude of Ie variation.
The axial profile of the electron temperature evaluated from
the slope of the semilogarithmic plot in this case was the
same as that displayed in Fig. 3, but shifted towards higher,
hence more unrealistic, values for the kinetic temperature of
electrons.

FIG. 2. Axial profile of the plasma potential Vs when the col-
lector is electrically floating at p=0.5 mTorr ��� and p
=2.0 mTorr ���; �b� is a detail of the same curve represented in �a�.
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The axial dependence of plasma number density is
plotted in Fig. 4. It shows that, after a spatial domain �situ-
ated close to the middle of the plasma source—i.e., between
z=−10 cm and z=−8 cm� in which the density is almost con-
stant �n=6.4�108 cm−3�, going downstream the density is
slowly and monotonically increasing, at z=8 cm its value
being n=1.1�1010 cm−3.

B. Moderate pressure „p=2.0 mTorr…

The axial profile of the plasma potential in the probing
domain is plotted in Fig. 2, it being closer to the ground
potential than in the low-pressure case. This profile also re-
veals that, after a relatively steep increase �dVs /dz
=7.7 V/cm� inside the source chamber, the space potential
still grows downstream, but with a much slower rate
�dVs /dz=0.5 V/cm�. These two distinct regions are

connected by a potential dip of �Vs=6.25 V, located at
z=−6.5 cm �marked A in Fig. 2�b��.

The electron temperature profile, represented in Fig. 3,
displays a marked slope �dTe /dz=0.6 eV/cm� inside the
source chamber, while downstream the decrease is slower
�dTe /dz=0.3 eV/cm�. Between these regions the electron
temperature has a peak of �Te=2.4 eV at z=−5.5 cm
�marked B in Fig. 3�b��. At this pressure, due to the good
linearity of the semilogarithmic representation of Ie as a
function of probe potential, the electron temperature was
evaluated from the slope of this plot. However, the use of Eq.
�1� for evaluating the electron temperature in this case gives
a profile similar with that represented in Fig. 3�b�, with very
small differences in the temperature values for each axial
probed position.

The profile of the electron number density is shown in
Fig. 4. It shows that going downstream, the electron number
density increases and saturates at about 1.7�1010 cm−3,
starting from z=6 cm. In both pressure ranges the axial pro-
files of the electron number density show that going down-
stream ne increases.

IV. DISCUSSION

Examining comparatively the experimental results ob-
tained in both pressure ranges, some immediate conclusions
can be drawn. First, in both cases the plasma potential is
negative inside the source chamber and positive downstream.
This is due to the fact that the glass tube is electrically float-
ing, while the metallic wall of the main chamber is
grounded. Under these circumstances, immediately after the
ignition of the discharge, the glass wall of the source cham-
ber is charging negatively. This process is sustained by the
fact that the floating potential measured by the Langmuir
probe inside the glass tube is well below 0 V: between
−140 V and −70 V at p=0.5 mTorr and between −60 V and
−20 V at p=2 mTorr. Second, for both pressure ranges the
axial dependences of the physical quantities of interest have
the same profile, although their variations in the source
chamber at low pressure are bigger than those at intermediate
pressure.

Increasing the gas pressure it can be seen that the well
appearing in the plasma potential profile narrows �Fig. 2� and
it is present at the same axial coordinate �z�−6 cm�. The
same behavior is also valid for the electron temperature �Fig.
3�. Moreover, as the pressure increases four times, the height
of the above potential well decreases approximately with the
same ratio. At both pressures, going downstream, the elec-
tron number density monotonically increases �Fig. 4�, it be-
ing one order of magnitude higher at z=8 cm than in the
center of the source chamber. Due to this behavior of the
electron number density downstream, we preferred to name
the downstream region the “main chamber” and not the “dif-
fusion chamber,” as it is usually called �5�.

In order to simplify the discussion and to sketch the
physical scenario underlying the obtained experimental re-
sults, in the following we will make the analysis separately
for each zone—i.e., upstream and downstream.

FIG. 3. Axial representation of the electron temperature Te at
p=0.5 mTorr ��� and p=2.0 mTorr ���; �b� is a detail of the same
curve represented in �a�.

FIG. 4. Axial variation of the electron number density ne at p
=0.5 mTorr ��� and p=2.0 mTorr ���.
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A. Upstream

At both pressures, it can be seen that, starting from the
center of the source chamber, the plasma potential increases
first with a relatively big slope, to reach a positive, relative
constant value of about 10 V downstream. The z depen-
dences of the plasma potential for both pressure ranges have
similar profiles. They present a local minimum which sepa-
rates two plasmas with different properties. Starting from
this local minimum the profile of the plasma potential is that
of an electric DL.

In the low-pressure case, going downstream from the cen-
ter of the source chamber, the electrons are accelerated by a
strong electric field �of about 36 V/cm, as can be seen from
Fig. 2�a��, gaining enough energy to excite the neutrals. The
decrease of electron kinetic temperature, beginning with
z=−9 cm, indicates that they lose some of their energy by
exciting the neutrals. As a result, at about z=−6 cm, where
the electron temperature reaches its local minimum, the elec-
trons that lose their kinetic energy by exciting the neutrals
will accumulate and form a net negative space charge there.
This assertion is sustained by the informational content of
Fig. 2�a�, the space potential presenting a local minimum in
the same location. The electrons that have not excited the
neutrals are further accelerated downstream by a local elec-
tric field of about 10 V/cm �Fig. 2�a��. At z=−3 cm, the
kinetic energy of electrons surpasses the ionization energy of
the neutrals in the fundamental state �Fig. 3�a��. The result is
the appearance of a net positive space charge located there
�point B in Fig. 2�a�, where the space potential as a function
of axial distance changes from a convex to a concave
function—evidence of a net positive space charge there�. The
electrons ionizing the neutrals, as well as those resulting after
ionization, are accelerated downstream.

For the intermediate-pressure case, the experimental re-
sults show that the plasma electrons produced inside the
source chamber are accelerated towards the main chamber
�Fig. 2�b�� by a relatively strong axial electric field �Ez

=7.7 V/cm�. In this way, on a short distance �between
z=−11 cm and z=−9 cm�, the electrons could, in principle,
gain sufficient energy for ionizing the neutrals, but in the
same region the electron temperature begins to decrease �Fig.
3�b��, due to inelastic collisions with the neutrals. This
means that the sudden decrease of the space potential and of
the electron temperature at z=−6.5 cm �point A in Figs. 2�b�
and 3�b�� is the result of neutral excitation by electron colli-
sions. Consequently, the electrons exciting the neutrals
gather there and form a net negative space charge, explaining
in this way the existence of the two local minima �for Vs and
Te� at z=−6.5 cm. Following the same succession of pro-
cesses as above, the electrons that have not excited the neu-
trals are further accelerated by the electric field and, after
traveling about 1 cm downstream from the net negative
space charge, are rich enough in kinetic energy to ionize the
neutrals. Thus, this physical scenario explains the sudden
increase of the electron temperature at z=−5.5 cm, as well as
that of the plasma potential in the same place �point B in
Figs. 2�b� and 3�b��. The electrons that ionize the neutrals
and those resulting from this process are accelerated down-
stream by the electric field.

In both cases, the electrostatic forces of attraction be-
tween these two adjacent, opposite space charges, created
inside of the source chamber, acting as long-range correla-
tions, “bind” them together. The result is the self-assembling
of an electric DL, which will accelerate electrons down-
stream �10�. In the low-pressure case, the potential drop on
the DL is �VDL=29 V and its thickness �zDL=3 cm
�136�De, where �De is the Debye length for electrons. Tak-
ing into account that the electron temperature downstream is
Te,eV=10 eV, the strength of this DL is �DL��VDL /Te,eV

�3. Moreover, the thermal barrier across the DL is �Te

=3.7 eV. In the intermediate-pressure case, the potential
drop on the DL is �VDL=6.25 V and its thickness �zDL

=1 cm�77�De. Also, the thermal barrier across the DL is, in
this case, �Te=2.4 eV. Comparing the value of the potential
drop on the DL with the electron temperature downstream,
the strength of the DL can be obtained: �DL=�VDL /Te,eV

=1.25. Analyzing these numerical results for both cases, it
follows that at low pressures the DL is stronger and thicker
than the DL appearing at intermediate pressures. Certainly,
there will be a threshold pressure, not much higher than
2.0 mTorr, for which the ionization cross section for neutral
ionization will not grow abruptly anymore at a certain loca-
tion, to give birth to the positive net space charge needed for
the DL self-assembling. So DL’s can spontaneously appear
only for pressures smaller than the above threshold value.

The appearance of DL’s in the cases analyzed by us, in the
absence of an externally imposed conduction current, the
collector being floating �Vc,f =−11.2 V�, gives them the qual-
ity of being current free. If the collector is not floating, but
biased, the DL will be current driven. Figure 5 displays the
plasma potential profiles obtained for two dc voltages ap-
plied to the collector �Vc=−35 V and Vc= +10 V, respec-
tively�. The curves represented in Figs. 2�a� and 5 have simi-
lar profiles, and the important feature they emphasize is the
controlling role of the collector: by biasing it, the DL nar-
rows and shifts towards z=0 cm. Of course, in the latter case
the DL will not be current free anymore.

To analyze if the DL is planar �two dimensional �2D�� or
bulging �3D�, we will use the scaling of the DL potential
drop with the parameter j��zDL�2, where j is the current den-
sity across the DL, similar to that proposed in �11�:

FIG. 5. Axial profile of the plasma potential Vs when the gas
pressure is p=0.5 mTorr and the collector is biased: Vc= +10 V
��� and Vc=−35 V ���.
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�VDL = �	j��zDL�2�r, �2�

where 	= 9
4
0

� m
2e , m and e being the mass and electric charge

of electron, respectively, and 
0 the vacuum permittivity. In
Eq. �2�, the positive exponent r takes the value 2/3 for the
plane DL and decreases as the DL curvature increases �11�. It
is worthwhile to note here that in the case of planar DL’s, Eq.
�2� is nothing else than the relation found by Langmuir for
DL’s �1�, which is just the Child-Langmuir law. Making use
of Eq. �A5� from Appendix A for the current density, Eq. �2�
yields the numerical value of the exponent of interest: r
=0.30 for p=0.5 mTorr and r=0.19 for p=2 mTorr. The ob-
tained estimations indicate that the DL’s obtained in our ex-
periments are not planar, but bulging. Moreover, as the pres-
sure increases, the curvature of the DL increases.

B. Downstream

Going downstream, the electron number density increases
in both pressure ranges �Fig. 4�. This means that the ioniza-
tion rate increases with z, although the electrons do not seem
to have enough kinetic energy to ionize the ground-state neu-
trals �Fig. 3�. This apparent contradiction can be eliminated
by considering the neutral metastable ionization, as an addi-
tional source of electrons.

For the low-pressure case, starting with z=1 cm, the
plasma is unperturbed �Fig. 2�a��, its potential being constant
�Vs�11.5 V�. Because the electron temperature decreases
�Fig. 3�a��, it means that the electrons, accelerated inside the
DL potential drop, are still losing kinetic energy in inelastic
collisions. If at z=−2 cm their kinetic energy surpasses the
ionization energy of the argon neutrals in the fundamental
state �Wi=15.76 eV�, in the range −2 cm�z�3 cm the
electron energy is enough only to excite the ground-state
neutrals �in z=3 cm their energy being Wk,e=12.65 eV,
while the first excitation level, which is a metastable one, has
the energy 11.55 eV� and to ionize the neutral metastables.

In the moderate-pressure case, starting with z=−4 cm the
electron temperature also decreases �Fig. 3�b��. Though it is
not enough to ionize the neutrals, the electrons still have
sufficient kinetic energy to ionize the neutral metastables.
The metastables can be produced in this case only by the
electrons from the high-energy tail of the distribution func-
tion. For this reason, we expect the metastable number den-
sity at moderate pressure to be lower than that in the low-
pressure case. Another argument for sustaining this
affirmation is offered by Fig. 4. In the low-pressure case the
increase of the electron number density is more accentuated
than at moderate pressures. Numerical simulations seem to
endorse the above assertion, showing that the ratio of meta-
stable to ground-state density increases with decreasing pres-
sure �14�.

Usually, the population of the excited levels decreases ex-
ponentially with energy, in accordance with the Boltzmann
distribution law, so the most populated energy levels are
those situated closest to the fundamental level. Due to this
argument, in the following discussion we will take into ac-
count only the 3p6→3p54s1 electronic transitions. This sim-
plification is not too far from reality �i.e., excitation of neu-

trals on higher-energy levels, under the present experimental
conditions, is much less frequent than that on the 4s level�
and illustrates in a simple manner the phenomena taking
place in downstream plasma. The fine structure of the energy
level 4s consists of four sublevels, as is illustrated in Fig. 6.
Some of the properties of the energy states depicted in Fig. 6
are given in Table I.

Because the resonant states 3P1 and 1P1 have lifetimes
much shorter than the inverse of the electron collision fre-
quency ��en�5.23 MHz at p=0.5 mTorr and 14.86 MHz at
p=2.0 mTorr�, the dynamics of the excited neutrals in these
states is controlled by radiative decay and not by collisions.
By the other hand, the neutrals in the metastable states 3P2
and 3P0, due to their long lifetimes compared with the in-
verse of the electron collision frequency, can be deexcited or
ionized by collisions.

Taking into account that the threshold energy for excita-
tion is below the ionization threshold, it seems logical to
assume that the production rate of metastables is comparable
with that of positive ions. In inductively coupled plasmas,
the experimental measurements in Ar, in the pressure range
of 4–50 mTorr, show that the spatial distribution of the
metastable number density is quasiuniform, time indepen-
dent, with a broad peak in the middle of the main chamber,

FIG. 6. Energy-level diagram for neutral Ar �not at scale�, em-
phasizing the fine structure of the first excited level. The dotted line
denotes the first ionization level, the base, thick one is the funda-
mental �ground-state� level, the thin lines are the resonant sublevels,
and the rest of the lines, thicker than the resonant ones, are the
metastable sublevels.

TABLE I. Properties of several energy levels of Ar.

Spectral
term

Level
type

Level energy
�eV�

Lifetime
�s�

2P3/2 Ionization 15.76 �1
1P1 Resonant 11.83 2.5�10−9a

3P0 Metastable 11.72 �1.3b

3P1 Resonant 11.62 10.4�10−9a

3P2 Metastable 11.55 �1.3b

1S0 Fundamental 0 �1

aReference �12�, p. 70.
bReference �13�.
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and also that their number density is comparable with that of
electrons �15�. Another argument sustaining the importance
of the ionizing role of neutral metastables in sustaining rf
discharges at low pressures is offered by the recent experi-
ments developed in inductively coupled plasma modulated
by short high-current pulsed discharges �16�: in gases with-
out metastable excited states, like hydrogen, the plasma de-
cays much faster than in gases with metastables, like argon.

So, assuming that the metastable number density is com-
parable with that of electrons and taking into account that at
both pressures the electron kinetic energy downstream is
enough to ionize the Ar metastables �Wk,e�4.21 eV�, the
increase of the electron number density downstream can be
explained by considering metastable ionization as an addi-
tional source of electrons.

Considering that the main processes which can modify the
electron number density on the axis are diffusion and recom-
bination, as well as ground-state neutral and metastable ion-
ization, the balance equation for electrons reads

�ne

�t
− Da

�2ne

�z2 = �k1n* + k2nn�ne − k3nine
2, �3�

where Da�
Dei+Die

e+i
�

e�Te,eV	

M�in
is the ambipolar diffusion coef-

ficient �which is the diffusion coefficient for the direction
parallel with the magnetic field�, De,i and e,i are electron
and ion diffusivities and mobilities, respectively, M the ion
mass, �in the ion-neutral collision frequency, and �Te,eV	 the
mean electron temperature measured in eV. The significance
of the rest of quantities appearing in Eq. �3� is the following:
ne,i,n the electron, ion, and neutral number densities, respec-
tively, n* the metastable number density, k1,2 the ionization
rate coefficients from metastable and fundamental levels, re-
spectively, and k3 the rate coefficient for three-body recom-
bination in the presence of an electron. We took into account
this process for ensuring the concomitant conservation of
momentum and energy for the recombinations taking place
on the axis, the role of the second electron being just to
absorb the excess reaction energy. Even if the electron loss
by two-body recombination is very unlikely on the axis, its
importance will increase near a solid surface �i.e., the cham-
ber wall or the collector�, which plays the role of the third
particle. However, the probing domain is far from the collec-
tor, such that its role of “sink” for electrons is not felt in the
range −10 cm�z� +8 cm. Mathematically, the two-body
recombination rate is a quadratic term in ne. The addition of
this rate to the right-hand side of Eq. �3�, which is a cubic
polynomial in ne, does not change the form of the solution,
because a linear transform of variable brings back the poly-
nomial to its canonical form �i.e., without the quadratic term�
and the new solution is just the old one shifted with a con-
stant.

Taking into account that downstream the electric field and
electron temperature gradient are low, in a first approxima-
tion, we can consider the rate constants and the diffusion
coefficient as being constant. Taking the metastable number
density as being constant downstream �due to the fact that
the electron mean free path is comparable with the charac-
teristic length of the discharge gap� and, also, that the ion

number density is equal to that of electrons, in the stationary
state Eq. �3� becomes

�2ne

�z2 = �ne
3 − �ne, �4�

where �=k3 /Da and �= �k1n*+k2nn� /Da are constant coeffi-
cients. The solution of this equation is �Eq. �B5� from Ap-
pendix B�

ne�z� = n1 + n0 tanh
n0��

2
�z − z0�� , �5�

n0,1 and z0 having the meaning given in Appendix B.
By fitting Eq. �5� to the experimental data �Fig. 7� we can

estimate the neutral metastable concentration downstream, as
well as the three-body recombination rate coefficient for Ar
in our working conditions. The obtained results are shown in
Table II. For obtaining these results we considered the ion-
ization rate coefficient of neutral metastables k1 to be two
orders of magnitude larger than that of the ground state k2
�17�. Of course, the obtained values for k3 and n* are over-
estimates, this approach being just a first order of approxi-
mation. First of all, we considered all the coefficients as be-
ing constant, neglecting their variation with axial distance
and electron temperature, which we also considered constant
and replaced by its mean value. Second, the metastable num-
ber density was assumed uniform. Of course, by taking into
account other processes involving the neutral metastables,
like metastable pooling, two-body and three-body quench-
ing, and superelastic collisions involving metastables, as well
as excitation of metastables to a resonant level by electron
collision, the metastable number density for the stationary
state will decrease, becoming comparable to that of electrons

FIG. 7. Fitting of the experimental data for the electron number
density downstream with the graphical representation of Eq. �5� at
p=0.5 mTorr �a� and p=2.0 mTorr �b�.
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or even one order of magnitude lower than that �15�. More
reliable numerical values for n* and k3 can be obtained by
solving the system of coupled balance equations, having ne
and n* as variables.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Our experimental results prove that a 3D current-free DL
can appear in an inductively coupled plasma in a uniform
magnetic field. The DL forms inside the source chamber
when the collector is electrically floating and close to the
entrance of the main chamber when the collector is biased.
However, in this latter case, the DL is not a current-free one
anymore. Moreover, our results prove that DL’s also form at
pressures above 1 mTorr, although they become weaker as
the pressure increases.

We showed that the obtained DL is the result of a self-
organization process taking place inside the plasma column;
i.e., it appears as a result of the intrinsic dynamics of the
plasma particles, and not as a consequence of an external
constraint. The DL is self-assembling during the plasma
breakdown and remains in a steady state after that. It acts as
an internally built boundary between two plasma regions
with different properties: one with high electron temperature
and small electron number density �upstream� and one with
high electron number density and small electron temperature
�downstream�. Once formed, the DL plays the role of an
internal current source, accelerating electrons downstream.

The proposed physical scenario for the emergence of the
current-free DL is based on the quantum processes of exci-
tation and ionization and on the collective interaction be-
tween electrons and positive ions, which form two adjacent
and opposite space charges inside the plasma source.

In our experiments the electron number density monotoni-
cally increases downstream, at least in the probing range.
This result is in contradiction with that obtained earlier in the
study of potential formations in helicon discharges �5,18�,
but is similar to other studies on the same type of discharges
�19–21�. However, if in �20,21� the downstream electron
number density profile was explained as being a conse-
quence of electron pressure balance, in our case the product
neTe,eV is not constant downstream, but an increasing func-
tion of the axial position z. We explained this “excess” of
electron pressure downstream by considering the neutral
metastable ionization. The obtained analytical model, al-
though the result of some oversimplifications, allows a first
evaluation of the metastable number density and of the three-
body recombination reaction rate.

APPENDIX A: CURRENT DENSITY INSIDE THE DL

The current density j can be expressed as a function of the
potential drop on the DL with the help of Ohm’s law:

j = �E = �
�VDL

�zDL
, �A1�

where E is the electric field inside the DL.
To determine the value of j, an expression for plasma rf

conductivity � is needed. This can be written as ��12�, p.
688�

� = �dc

�en

�ef f

1 + ��ef f

�ef f

2
, �A2�

�en being the electron-neutral collision frequency, while �ef f
is the effective value of the same quantity; �ef f is the effec-
tive rf driving radian frequency and

�dc =
e2ne

m�en
�A3�

is the dc or low-frequency plasma conductivity. In Eq. �A3�,
e is the electron charge, m its mass, and ne its number den-
sity.

At pressures below 2 mTorr, �ef f =�, where �=85.20
�106 rad/s is the rf driving radian frequency. Also, for elec-
tron temperatures above 7 eV �situation valid for both pres-
sures in our experiments�, �ef f =�en �see �12�, p. 688�. Under
these circumstances, Eq. �A2� has the form

� =
�dc

1 + � �

�en
2 . �A4�

The numerical values for plasma conductivity can now be
calculated, allowing numerical estimation of the current den-
sity passing through the DL. Hence, introducing Eq. �A3� in
Eq. �A4� and the result in Eq. �A1�, we get

j =

e2ne

m�en

1 + � �

�en
2

�VDL

�zDL
. �A5�

APPENDIX B: SOLUTION OF THE DIFFUSION
EQUATION

Before solving Eq. �4�, we can find the value of the elec-
tron concentration “far away” downstream, where it will be
uniform �ne=n0=const or, equivalently, the loss and gain
processes will compensate each other�:

TABLE II. Results of fitting of the experimental data downstream with the analytic expression for the electron number density.

p
�mTorr�

�Te	
�eV�

n0

�109 cm−3�
n1

�1010 cm−3�
z0

�cm�
k2

a

�10−8 cm3/s�
k3

�10−12 cm6/s�
n*

�1012 cm−3�

0.5 11.24 2.10 0.87 3.86 2.07 2.25 4.63

2.0 5.67 5.90 1.08 2.45 0.30 0.04 3.33

aReference �12�, p. 80.
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n0 =��

�
. �B1�

Multiplying both sides of Eq. �4� by the axial gradient of
the electron number density �ne /�z and integrating, we ob-
tain

� �ne

�z
2

=
1

2
�ne

4 − �ne
2 + C1. �B2�

The integration constant C1 can be easily found by using Eq.
�B1�. In these conditions, after rearranging the terms, extract-
ing the square root, and taking into account that the electron
number density is an increasing function of the axial distance
z and also that ne�n0, Eq. �B2� becomes

�ne

�z
=��

2
�n0

2 − ne
2� . �B3�

Separating the variables, this equation can be integrated and
the result is

ne�z� = n0 tanh
n0��

2
�z − z0�� , �B4�

z0 being an integration constant �i.e., the inflection point of
the hyperbolic tangent function�.

From Eq. �B4� it follows that in the inflection point z
=z0, ne�z0�=0; hence, ne is defined only for z�z0. However,
the experimental data show that the electron number density
is positive for a relatively large interval around the inflection
point. This means that the entire graph of the solution �B4� is
shifted upwards on a “distance” equal to the electron number
density in the inflection point. Denoting this density by n1,
Eq. �B4� becomes

ne�z� = n1 + n0 tanh
n0��

2
�z − z0�� . �B5�

Since, in both pressure ranges, the electron number density
downstream increases from a given value ne1 to another one
ne2, each dependent on pressure, the relationships between
n0,1 and ne1,2 are

n0 =
1

2
�ne2 − ne1� ,

n1 =
1

2
�ne2 + ne1� . �B6�

With the constants given by Eq. �B6�, Eq. �B5� describes the
spatial variation of the electron number density downstream.
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